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OF TRANSLATION INVARIANT SPACES OF FUNCTIONS
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(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. Let 5 be a space of functions on K with the following properties:

(i)  5 is translation invariant, i.e., f € S implies /(• ± 1) e 5 ;

(ii)   dimS|,Q ,, < oo ;

(iii)  S is closed under uniform convergence on compact sets.

In this paper we characterize the approximation order of S by proving the

following:

Theorem. 5 provides approximation of order k if and only if S contains a

compactly supported function y/ such that the Fourier transform ip of y/ sat-

isfies ij/(0) = 1  and Day(2nj) = 0 for 0 < a < k and j 6 Z \ {0} .

This result extends a corresponding result of de Boor and DeVore, who

proved the above theorem for the case k = 1 .

1. Introduction

Let S be a space of functions on M. Given h > 0, let ah be the scaling

operator; i.e., for any function /on R,

crhf:=f(-/h).

We are concerned with approximation from the dilated spaces Sh :— ahS.

Given a positive integer k , we say that S provides approximation of order

k in Lp (1 < p < oo) if for any function f € W 'p , there exists a constant

const (which may depend on /), such that for any h > 0, there is uh G Sh

satisfying
k

dist (/, uh) < const h  ,

where dist(/, uh) = \\f - uh\\ in the ¿''-norm. The largest integer k such that

the above estimate holds is said to be the approximation order of S. Our goal

is to characterize the approximation order of S.
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Schoenberg in his celebrated paper [5] studied what happens when 5" is

spanned by a compactly supported function cp and its integer translates cp(—j).

To describe his result, we introduce some notation. Let L denote the discrete

convolution operator given by

L9f:=zZfU)<P(--J)-
;'€Z

The space of polynomials of degree < k is denoted by nk . An operator Q on

nk is said to be degree-reducing if for any p G nk ,

deg(Qp) <deg(p) .

The identity operator is denoted by /. In [5], Schoenberg proved the following:

If / - L   is degree-reducing on nk_x , then S  :=

span{ç?(- - j): j G Z} provides approximation of

order k .

However, the converse of the above statement is not true.   Here is a simple

example: Let p be 1 on [0, 1), -1 on [1, 2), and zero elsewhere. Clearly,

S   provides approximation of order 1 , but / - L   is not degree-reducing on

7T0, the space of constants.

In the 1970s, Strang and Fix studied the space spanned by several compactly

supported functions and their translates. Aware of the difficulty in characteriz-

ing the approximation order, they restricted the manner of approximation by

imposing some sort of boundedness on the approximants. Such an approxima-

tion is called controlled approximation, after them. In [6], they attempted to

characterize the controlled approximation order. However, their main charac-

terization theorem was shown by Jia [4] to be incorrect. Moreover, de Boor

and Jia in [3] proposed to use local approximation instead of controlled ap-

proximation and gave a complete characterization for the local approximation

order.

Despite these achievements, the problem of characterization of the approx-

imation order remains unsolved. Inspired by a recent paper of de Boor and

DeVore [1], we shall solve this problem here. In [1], de Boor and DeVore

considered the space S of functions on E with the following properties:

(i) S is translation invariant, i.e., f E S implies /(• ± 1) G S ;

(ii) dimano n < oo ;
(iii) S is closed under uniform convergence on compact sets.

They showed that \Jh>0Sh is dense in C0(R) if and only if 5 contains a good

partition of unity. Their result amounts to saying that 5 provides approxi-

mation of order 1 if and only if S contains a compactly supported function

<p such that / - L is degree-reducing on n0. We extend their result to the

general case; i.e., we shall prove that S provides approximation of order k if

and only if 5" contains a compactly supported function (p such that / - L   is
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degree-reducing on nk_x . This is done in §3. We first give a description of the

structure of S, in §2.

2. The structure of the space S

Let S be a space of functions with the above properties (i), (ii), and (iii).

Let S~ denote the subspace of 5 consisting of those functions which vanish

on (-oo, 0].

First, let us recall some results from [1].

Lemma 1. There exists a positive integer R such that for any r g Z and any

f € S which vanishes on [r, r + R] one has

fX[r+R,oc)&S     and    /*(-«,,,.] 6 S.

We fix a constant R which satisfies the condition of Lemma 1. Let

ß := dimS|[0 (] ,

and set

M:=ßR.

Lemma 2. There is a finite collection B of functions supported on [0,M] whose

restriction to [0, 1] forms a basis for (S_)|[0 ,,.

After de Boor and DeVore [1], we use the abbreviation

bj = b(--j),       beB,    jeZ.

By length (b) we mean the smallest integer r for which supp¿> ç [i, i + r] for

some integer i. We choose B so that

length (B) := J2 lenëth (b)
beB

is minimal.

Let cpx, ... , cpN be all the elements in B . If (a¡(j))j€Z , i = I, ... , N, are

real sequences, then the series

N

1=1 y'ez

converges on any compact set of K. It's sum is in S, since S is closed under

uniform convergence on compact sets. We denote by SXoc the space of all such

sums. Then SXoc is a translation invariant subspace of S. It is easily seen from

Lemma 2 that S~ is a subspace of Sloc. Furthermore, if / G S vanishes on

[r,r + R] for some integer r, then we know from Lemma 1 that / G Sloc.

Lemma 3. For any interval Ir:= (r, r + R), with r an arbitrary integer and R

as before, the collection

Of := {bj-.beB, suppbj n Ir ¿ 0}

is linearly independent over Ir.
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Suppose that S is a subspace of LP(R)   (1 < p < oo). For any / g Lp(R)

and a measurable subset E of E, we set

li/lU-(/£i/i')"'-

Often 11/11   E is abbreviated to ||/||£ if the exponential p is clear from the

context.

Set, for t" G Z,

Er := {(i, j) : supp^. (. -;) n (r, r + R) ¿ 0} .

The following lemma was also proved by de Boor and DeVore in [1].

Lemma 4. There is a positive constant const such that for any integer r and

any collection {c¡   : (/, j) G Er} the following inequality holds:

ci,j < const XX/M--0 ,    for all (i, j) eEr.

[r,r+R]\k,l

Let T denote the translation operator given by

Tf = f(--\).

Using an idea from de Boor and Höllig [2], we give a description for the

structure of S in the following.

Theorem 1. There exists a finite dimensional subspace V of S suchthat

(2.1) S=V + SXoc.

Furthermore, there exists a polynomial q such that for any f G S,

(2.2) q(T)feSXoc.

Proof. Since dim^L R,) < oo, there exists a finite dimensional subspace V

of S such that V\,Q R, = S\,0 R]. For any f e S, there exists a g G V such

that f - g vanishes on [0, R] ; and hence by Lemmas 1 and 2, / - g g S1oc .

This proves (2.1). Suppose that fx, ... , fm form a basis for V . For each /,

fj > f¡(' — 1) >•••>/)(• "-"O are linearly dependent over [0, /?] ; hence there exist

real numbers a', j = 0, \, ... , m , not all zero, such that

m

Y,a'fi(--j) = 0   on[0,R],        i=\,...,m.

Again, by Lemmas 1 and 2, we have

771

(2.3) £«^("-»€Sl0C,        i = l,...,m.

7=0
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Let
771

<?,«:= £*/,

j=0

TTq:= EU
1=1

Then (2.3) can be restated as

Qi^feS^, i=l,...,m.

Since SXoc is invariant under the translation operator T, we have

q(T)f,eSXoc, i=\,...,m.

Thus we conclude from (2.1) that (2.2) holds. The proof is complete.

3.  A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE APPROXIMATION ORDER

Let S be a space of functions on R with the above properties (i), (ii), and

(iii). Suppose that S is a subspace of LP(R), 1 < p < oo . The notation |¡ • || E

is abbreviated to || • ||£ , as it was before. For h > 0, let Th be the translation

operator given by

TJ = f(--h).

In particular, Tx = T. We define the difference operator VA as follows:

Vh:=I-T,,        V:=V,.

By Sh and SXoc we denote oh(S) and trh(SXoc), respectively. For /gL'(E),

/ denotes the Fourier transform of / :

/(£):= f e 'xif(x)dx.
Jr

Let B = {cpx, ... , cpN} be the collection of compactly supported functions in

S given in §2. Thus SXoc is spanned by <p¡(- - j), i = I, ... , N, j G Z,

and Lemma 4 holds for {cpx, ... , <pN}. In this section, we characterize the ap-

proximation order of S. This characterization is based on the characterization

given by de Boor and Jia in [3] for the local approximation order provided by

B = {tpx, ... , cpN). The following lemma can be derived from [3]:

Lemma 5. Let k be a positive integer and (hn)n=x 2 be a sequence of positive

numbers which converges to 0. For each n = 1, 2, ..., let u bea (finite) linear

combination of cp,(j¡— j), I = 1, ... , N, j e Z. Suppose that the sequence
n

(un) satisfies the following conditions:

(1)   lim ô„(0)= 1,

.*-!
(2)   lim (D"ûn(Z/hn)/h„') = 0 for ¿ gE\{0} and 0 < a < k .
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Then there exists a function   y/   which is a linear combination of cp¡,   I =

I, ... , N; and their integer translates such that <¡/(0) = 1 and

(3.1) D"y/(2nj) = 0   forO<a<kandjeZ\{0}.

Let us point out how this lemma can be derived from [3]. Since each un is

a (finite) linear combination of (p¡(j—j)', there exist sequences (c"(j)) ez,

I = 1,..., N, such that

/=1  1GZ V   n /

with c"(j) = 0 except for finitely many j . The Fourier transform of un is

It follows that for a nonnegative integer a,

•aÈÈ("
/=1 /9=0

where

y

Now condition ( 1 ) of Lemma 5 implies

N

Km 53^(0)^0(0) = 1.
71—»OO ̂ —'       ' ' 'u

(=1

Moreover, condition (2) of Lemma 5 yields the following:

¿i™, E E i-Zr Vi Wñ < a-ß (°) = °   for i e Z \ {0} and a < A:.
"^°° /=1 /3=0        "'

Comparing the above two formulas with formulas (4) and (5) in [3], we conclude

from the proof given there that there exists a function y/ which is a linear

combination of cp¡, (I = \ , ... , N), and their integer translates such that

ij/(0) = 1 and (3.1) holds.

Now we are in a position to state the main result of this paper.

Theorem 2. Let S be a space of functions on R with the above properties (i),

(ii), and (iii). Then the following are equivalent:

(1°)   S contains a compactly supported function y/ suchthat ij/(0) = 1 and

Dny/(2nj) = 0 for 0 < a < k and j G Z \ {0} .

(2°)   5 contains a compactly supported function  yi such that the mapping

I - L    is degree-reducing on nk_x .

(3°)   S provides approximation of order k in Lp .
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Proof. The proof for (1°) => (2°) => (3°) is well known (see, e.g., [5,6, and 3]).

It remains to prove that (3°) implies (1°). For this purpose, we consider the

centered 5-spline of order k + 2 :

Mk+2(t):--
k + 2 k'2 ' k + 2

(• tt+i te

We write u for Mk+2. Let q be the polynomial given in Theorem 1. This

polynomial can be factored as

q(t)=p(t)(\-t)r        (r>0)

with p(l) t¿ 0. Without loss of any generality, we assume that

p(l)=l.

We claim that there exists a function f e Cc(R) such that

(3.2) Vf =u.
l-k-4,k+4]

First, wë observe that the function v given by

v := u + u(- - I) + w('-2)h-

vanishes on (-oo, -(k + 2)/2) and satisfies Vv = u. Repeating this process
k r

r times, we can find g G C (E) such that V g = u. However, this g is

not compactly supported. We may truncate g by multiplying it by a function

X G C?(E) which takes value 1 on [-r - k - 5 , r + k + 5]. Let f := gx ■

Then /eC*(l) and satisfies (3.2).

For the proof of (3°) => (1°), we shall prove that  (Ie)  holds under the

following assumption,

\imdisx(f,Sh)/hk  ' =0,
TWO

which is weaker than (3°). Thus our proof covers the result of de Boor and

DeVore in [1]. Moreover, it is clear from this proof that the order of approx-

imation of 5 is always an integer. So we suppose that there exists a positive

function s of h, h > 0, such that e(h) converges to 0 as h goes to 0, and

that

dist(/,y') <s(h)h
fc-i

Hence there exists uh G S   such that

\\f-uh\\<e(h)l

It follows from the above inequality that

Ar-l

(3.3) p(Th)Vf-p(Th)Vuh\\< const e(h)h
,k-l
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with const independent of h . Here and afterwards, const always means a

positive constant, which may be different in different contexts. Assume that

n = h~   is an integer bigger than max{deg/7, pR}. From (3.2) we deduce that

(3.4) »Wft_k_,Mrr(n).<.

We observe that

v = /-r = /-r; = (/-rA)(/ + rA + ... + r;-').

Hence, by Theorem 1, we have

P(Th)Vuh = (l+Th + --- + Tnh-l)r(q(Th)uh)eShXoc.

h
But SXoc is spanned by <p¡(j¡ - j), i = 1, ... , N, j g Z ; therefore we can find

sequences (c( (j))jez so that

i=l ;GZ

This in connection with (3.3) and (3.4) gives us the following estimate:

(3.5) p{Th)u-TlcUj)<Pi{]¡-j)
¡.j

< conste (h) h
k-\

[-k-3,k+3]

Since suppu ç [-k - 1, k+l], p(Th)u vanishes outside [-k-2, k + 2].

Thus it follows from (3.5) that

¿¿Mi-')i,j < conste(/î)h
k-i

>[-k-i,-k-2]U[k+2,k+i]

or equivalently,

(3.6) £c,- U)fi('-J)
*,)

< conste (h) h

h~'([-k-3,-k-l]U[k+2,k+3])

k-\

Now we set

£,:= {(/,/): supp<pl(--j)çh-l(-k-3,k + 3)} ,

E2:= {(i,j): supp ip ¡ (■ - j) n (h~l(-k- 3, /c + 3)) =0},

£3:= {(i,j):i = l,..._,J\r, iGZ}\(£,u£2) .

Since cpx, ... , y>N are supported on [0, /¿Ä], we have, for (/', j) G £3,

supp(pt(-- j)n
-k-3   -k-3       n\    fk + 3       D   k + r. ,
-r— ,—r—+ßR)U l—¡— -ßR, —¡—)  M0.
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Noting that ßR < h     , we invoke Lemma 4 and deduce from (3.6) that

(3.7) c¡ (j)\ < conste (h) h for all (i, j) G E,

Let

and

E <íu)9t(j¡-j),
(iJ)eE.

g:=p(Th)u-vh.

Then vh vanishes outside (-k-3, k + 3), and so does g. Furthermore, when

(/, j) G E2, the function cr(¿ - j) vanishes on (-k - 3, k + 3) ; hence for

x G (-& - 3, fc + 3),

E ci u) <p¡(j¡- j) = E ci u) <Pi (j¡ -j) + E ci u) <Pi (f - j) ■
i,j

By (3.7), we have

E cUj)<Pi{ji-j)

UJ)€E. V.jteE,

UJ)eE,

< conste (h) h
fc-i

(-k-3,k+3)

This together with (3.5) yields the following estimate:

7C-1
(3.8) ||£||<conste(A)ft

Consider the Fourier-Laplace transform of g :

g(z):= fe-'zxf(x)dx,        zeC.
JR

As we did in [3], we can invoke Cauchy's formula to get the estimate

(3.9) \\Dag\\oo(R)<consXe(h)hk'~[,        0 < a < k.

The Fourier-Laplace transform of p(Th)u is

(p(Th)uy(z)=p[e-'hz)û(z),

with

û(z)
sinz

ß)

k+2

z/2   )

Since p(\) = 1 , we have

(3.10) (p(rA)«no) = i.

Moreover, it is easy to verify the following:

Da(p(Th)uy(i/h)
(3.11; lim

71^0 .k-\
= 0   for £ G E \ {0} and 0 < a < k .

Let hn = l/n, n = \, 2, ..., and vn = vh . From (3.8)—(3.11) we conclude

that the sequence (vn) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 5. Therefore by this
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lemma we can find a compactly supported function y/ e S such that (//(0) = 1

and Day/(2nj) = 0 for 0 < a < k and jG Z \ {0} . The proof is complete.
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